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We analyzed the distribution of the Meissner shielding currents in a flat superconducting ring
and quantitatively described the penetration of magnetic avalanches (dendrites) inside it. Using a
recurrent procedure, the external field Hext, in which a perforating (edge to edge crossing) avalanche
appears, is calculated. A staircase dependence of the mean field trapped inside a ring, ⟨H⟩, vs. Hext,
is comprehensively described. A staircase slope appears to be a universal function of a ring shape
(inner to outer diameter ratio). The heat released by a penetrating dendrite grows linearly with
each next perforation. Flux pinning, if present, modifies a staircase dependence and makes steps
smaller, but does not change the staircase slope. Our theoretical results are in a good accordance
with the experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic flux penetration into flat superconducting
samples, whose thickness is much less than their in-plane
dimensions, is quite fascinating and even curious. A weak
external magnetic field Hext < Hc1, where Hc1 is the
first critical field, applied perpendicularly to a sample, is
repealed from its bulk (the Meissner effect) but accumu-
lated at the periphery since the demagnetizing factor N
is close to 1 for flat samples. Correspondingly, the mag-
netic field near the outer edges is much greater than the
external field: Hedge ≃ Hext/(1 − N) ≫ Hext. As Hext

ramps up, magnetic vortices break inside through a sur-
face barrier, which is of a geometrical type and inevitably
present in flat samples [1], though the Bean-Livingston
barrier [2, 3] can be also essential. Penetration takes
place at distinct points of the outer edge where a barrier
is weakened by any reason: geometric defects, composi-
tion imperfections, and so on. As a result, magnetic flux
penetrates into a sample in a captivation form of den-
drites, lightnings or ”fingers”, which can be visualized
by a magneto-optical technique [4–12]. It is worth men-
tioning that such an avalanche-like flux penetration has
a lot in common with formation of discharge channels at
dielectric breakdown [13], and in general can be described
by the theory of self-organized criticality [14, 15].

Though most of experiments with dendrite and other
avalanche-like flux penetration were performed using flat
samples of rectangular shape or disks, a special attention
was triggered to rings b ≤ r ≤ a [16–21], where b and
a are the inner and outer radii, respectively (see Fig. 1).
Flux dendrites, or avalanches (sometimes they almost do
not bend and/or branch and can be called ”fingers”) pen-
etrate into a ring from its outer edge and either reach the
inner edge or end up somewhere within the ring body. If
a finger perforates (crosses) the entire ring, the effect
is equivalent to building up a magnetic bridge between
the outer and the inner edges. When such a perforation
happens for the first time, the full Meissner shielding of
the inner part r < b gets broken and magnetic flux pen-
etrates inside in an form of a vortex avalanche. At the
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same time, the Meissner state B = 0 inside the ring body
(b ≤ r ≤ a) is, of course, preserved except for the path
of the bridge. After the avalanche is over, the magnetic
bridge disappears, and Hext should be increased further
until the next perforation occurs. Unlike the Meissner
state in a superconducting hollow cylinder, where H = 0
everywhere inside the cavity, the magnetic field in the in-
ner part of a flat ring is never uniform. Thus, it is more
convenient to describe the field penetration in terms of
the total magnetic flux trapped inside a ring (at r < b)

Φ = 2π

b∫
0

B(r) r dr (1)

and the mean trapped field ⟨H⟩ = Φ/πb2. Of course,
at low Hext, before the first magnetic avalanche pene-
trates inside the ring from edge to edge, both Φ and
⟨H⟩ are zero. As Hext grows up, each next perforating
avalanche leads to a step-like increase of Φ, which results
in a staircase-like dependence of Φ on Hext [16, 17, 21].
It is worth emphasizing that appearance of a perforat-
ing avalanche does not imply establishing a condition
⟨H⟩ = Hext. This would be the case for a long hol-
low cylinder with a slit, but in a flat ring we always get
⟨H⟩ > Hext due to a ”flux-focusing” effect [22, 23].
The goal of our paper is to construct a comprehensive

theory of a discrete (staircase-like) flux penetration into
a type-II superconducting ring, which should be valid at
any ratio b/a, including thick (b ≪ a) and thin (a−b ≪ a)
rings. In the previous studies [16, 17, 21], an avalanche-
like penetration was described in terms of the Bean [24]
or Bean-like (Kim [25]) model of a critical state. This
implies that the field distribution along an avalanche,
B(r), is determined by the relation dB(r)/dr ∝ jc(B),
where jc is the critical current density. To our mind,
though the Bean model proves to successfully describe
a flat-front penetration of magnetic flux into disks and
rings [26], a possibility to incorporate a spike-like light-
ening into a critical-state description looks questionable.
Alternatively, our approach is not based on any critical
state or other specific model. We study an avalanche-
like flux penetration into a superconducting ring from
first principles by considering an interplay between the
magnetic self-energy of a dendrite (finger) and its Lorentz
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energy. The latter emerges from the interaction between
the penetrating magnetic flux and the Meissner shield-
ing currents. In general, our approach is analogous to
a classic calculation of the first critical field Hc1 in a
bulk superconductor, but generalized for the case of a
linear structure of penetrating flux (dendrite) and a flat
ring with a ≫ s, where s is its thickness. Such an ap-
proach enables calculation of magnetic field penetration
into a ”clean”, pinningless ring, and accounting for pin-
ning as well. In both cases (with or without pinning) we
get a staircase-like dependence of Φ on Hext. In terms
of the ring thickness, we confine ourselves by the case
s > λ, where λ is the in-plane London penetration depth.
The opposite case s < λ (Pearl vortices) requires sepa-
rate analysis, though the results obtained in Refs. [22, 23]
suggest that both cases are similar if one substitutes the
Pearl effective penetration depth Λ = λ2/s for λ. Any-
way, in all the experimental works we refer to in this
paper, the condition s > λ holds.
It is worth emphasizing that a superconducting ring,

especially a set of equally prepared rings with different
radii a and b, provides a unique opportunity to study
magnetic properties of type-II superconductors. Unlike
disks or strips, avalanches penetrating into rings result in
step-like changing of macroscopic and easily measurable
properties such as the mean field trapped inside the ring,
magnetic moment, torque, etc. A superconducting ring
allows us to digitize macroscopic quantum effects, thus a
comprehensive study of magnetic perforation into rings
is so important and challenging.

II. ENERGY OF A PROPAGATING DENDRITE
(FINGER) WITHOUT PINNING

Consider a thin pinningless superconducting ring b <
r < a of thickness s ≪ a embedded into a perpendicular
magnetic field Hext, as shown in Fig. 1. The total current
in the ring is I =

∫ a

b
j(r) dr, where j(r) is a linear current

density measured in A/cm. Note that a superconduct-
ing current flows in the λ surface layers, so most of the
ring’s bulk is free of current since s ≫ λ. Thus, it does
not make sense to speak about a true current density j/s.
The counterclockwise currents, which produce an upward
magnetic field in the central part r < b, see Fig. 1, are
considered positive. Correspondingly, the clockwise cur-
rents are negative. The field at the ring center r = 0
is

Hcenter = Hext +
2π

c

∫ a

b

j(r)
dr

r
, (2)

whereas H(r) at r ̸= 0 can be calculated numerically.
Of course, the ring body is always in the Meissner state:
H = 0 at b < r < a.

In order to set up a numerical problem, we introduce
the dimensionless variables: β = b/a, ζ = r/a, (so β ≤
ζ ≤ 1), h = H/H0 and j̃ = j/j0. Here

H0 =
ϕ0s lnκ

8πaλ2
=

Hc1s

2a
, j0 =

H0c

2π
, (3)

j <0

j >0
ab

r

FIG. 1. Flux avalanche (dendrite) penetration into a super-
conducting ring. The counterclockwise Meissner currents are
positive since they create and upward-directed magnetic field
inside the ring (at r < b), the clockwise currents are negative.
Circles denote magnetic field directed inside (⊗) and outside
(⊙) the drawing plane.

c is the speed of light, ϕ0 = πℏc/e is the quantum flux,
κ = λ/ξ is the Ginzburg-Landau parameter and ξ is the
superconducting coherence length. In our further numer-
ical analysis we use a straightforward matrix-inversion
method [22] in order to calculate h(ζ), j̃(ζ) and all other
values. A propagating dendrite is approximated as a lin-
ear finger of width w which emerges from the outer edge
r = a and grows toward the inner edge r = b. We discuss
the effect of possible branching and bending in Section
VII, which is devoted to comparison of our results to ex-
perimental data. If ρ is the concentration of vortices in
such a finger, and its innermost part is located at dis-
tance r from the ring center, thus the finger length is
a− r, see Fig. 1, and its self-energy can be written as

Eself = qsρwε0(a− r) = qsρwε0a(1− ζ). (4)

Here ε0 = (ϕ0/4πλ)
2 lnκ = ϕ0Hc1/4π is vortex energy

per unit length. The coefficient q(ρ) ≥ 1 accounts for in-
teraction (repulsion) between vortices and for some bend-
ing and branching of a finger. If a finger is straight with
no branching, then qε0 is just its self-energy energy per
one vortex. For a straight finger with a low lattice den-
sity, ρ < 1/λ2, which implies that the mean distance
between vortices is greater than λ, we apparently have
q = 1. However, as shown below is Section VII, q ≫ 1,
which proves that the vortex structure in a finger is rather
dense. This fact looks quite natural, since the mean in-
tervortex distance in a fast-propagating avalanche with
strong interaction between vortices is expected to be less
than λ.
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Another contribution to a finger energy comes from
the Lorentz force equal to fL = ϕ0j/c per one vortex.
Note that a positive (counterclockwise) current pushes
vortices toward the outer edge r = a, whereas a negative
(clockwise) current forces them toward the ring center.
Both positive and negative j can coexist in a ring at the
same time as shown in Fig. 1. The Lorentz energy of a
single vortex located at a distance r from the center is

uL(r) =
ϕ0

c

∫ a

r

j(r1) dr1 =
ϕ0aH0

2π

∫ 1

ζ

j̃(ζ1) dζ1 . (5)

Thus the total Lorentz energy of a finger of length a− r
is

EL(r) = ρw

∫ a

r

uL(r1) dr1 =

ϕ0a
2ρwH0

2π

∫ 1

ζ

dζ1

∫ 1

ζ1

dζ2 j̃(ζ2) .

(6)

Using Eqs. (4) and (6), we express the total energy of a
finger as a function of ζ = r/a as

E(ζ) = Eself (ζ) + EL(ζ) = E0Ẽ(ζ), (7)

where

Ẽ(ζ) = q(1− ζ) +

∫ 1

ζ

dζ1

∫ 1

ζ1

dζ2 j̃(ζ2) (8)

is the dimensionless energy of a finger (dendrite) of the
length 1 − ζ and E0 = ϕ0aρwsHc1/4π. Note that our
calibration ofH0, see Eq. (3), results in the most compact
expression for E.

Apparently, in the absence of pinning forces, a pene-
trating finger appears if Ẽ(ζ) is a monotonously increas-
ing function at β ≤ ζ ≤ 1, which means

dẼ

dζ
= −q −

∫ 1

ζ

dζ1 j̃(ζ1) > 0, (9)

see Fig. 2. However, this condition is never satisfied at the
outer edge ζ = 1 of a ring. As was mentioned in numer-
ous studies starting from the pioneer work of Larkin and
Ovchinnikov [28], the Meissner shielding current diverges
as (1− ζ)−1/2 near the edge of a flat superconductor, no
matter if it is a disk, ring or stripe. Correspondingly, the
integral in Eq. (9) turns to zero as (1−ζ)1/2 when ζ → 1,

and dẼ/dζ |ζ=1= −q < 0. This implies an inevitable
existence of a potential barrier for a finger emergence at
an outer edge, since its (positive) self energy Eself grows
linearly with its length 1 − ζ, see Eq. (4), whereas the
(negative) Lorentz energy, described by Eq. (6), is pro-
portional to (1 − ζ)3/2. As a result, any appearance of
a propagating finger, whether it is perforating (reaching
the inner edge of a ring) or not, is an activation process.
Almost in all experimental visualizations of magnetic flux
penetration into flat superconducting samples [4–11, 16]
just a few fingers (dendrites, lightnings) are observed in a
macroscopic sample at the same time. This confirms the
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FIG. 2. Energy Ẽ(ζ) of a penetrating dendrite (except the

first one) for β = 0.5, see Fig. 1 and Eq. (8). (a) Ẽ > 0 in the

whole ring width, no penetration; (b) Ẽ(β) < 0, but a huge

potential barrier (where Ẽ > 0) is present, no penetration;
(c) potential barrier is surmountable, but an avalanche prop-

agates till ζ0 where Ẽ(ζ) has a minimum; (d) The perforation

condition, see Eq. (11), is fulfilled, dẼ/dζ |ζ=β= 0, and an
avalanche perforates the ring from the outer edge to the inner
one.

fact that a vortex avalanche has to surmount a macro-
scopic potential barrier at an early stage of its forma-
tion. Therefore, such avalanches originate from distinct
points at the outer edge where geometric or material im-
perfections are present, and the surface barrier is locally
suppressed.
Assume that at certain hext = h1 the surface bar-

rier becomes locally surmountable, thus an avalanche
emerges at the outer edge ζ = 1 and propagates inside.
As we show below in Section IV, in the absence of pinning
the first penetrating finger is already a perforating one,
i.e., it should reach the inner edge ζ = β, see Fig. 1. A
partial penetration, shown in the same Fig. 1, is possible
at further stages. A perforating finger serves as a mag-
netic ”bridge” connecting the inner and the outer edges
of the ring. Vortices start to move along this bridge,
magnetic flux in the central hole ζ < β increases un-
til the bridge gets locked. It happens when the work
of superconducting currents j on a vortex which travels
throughout the whole finger from r = a to r = b turns

negative, or at Ĩ =
∫ 1

β
j̃(ζ) dζ = 0. As soon as the ”zero

total current” state is established, flux penetration inside
the ring along the first perforating finger stops, and hext

needs to be increased further until the next perforation
happens.
It is worth emphasizing that we do not consider a

vortex avalanche to destroy superconductivity inside its
path. We assume that the shielding currents j flow across
the finger, whether it is perforating or not, and produce
a Lorentz force on it as described by Eqs. (5) and (6). In
terms of a current flow, the ring remains superconducting
as a whole, j is circular and crosses the avalanche path.
There could be another glance on a dendrite penetration:
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one might consider the thermal instability, which accom-
panies such a vortex avalanche, to be strong enough in
order to destroy superconductivity and create a magnetic
slit along its path. Then a perforating finger just ”cuts”
the ring and produces an edge to edge slit which inter-
rupts j. However, within this description the result will
be obviously the same: flux penetration inside the ring
stops at Ĩ = 0, since the total current in a slit ring is zero.
However, we think that our approach, where avalanches
do not destroy superconductivity, is more appropriate to
describe the available experiments with superconducting
rings [16, 17, 21]. The appearance of an almost straight
avalanche with little branching, which propagates toward
the ring center, requires a significant Lorentz force which
pushes vortices inside. This implies that j flows across
the finger path. Alternatively, the case where dendrites
are branching a lot and propagate in various directions
other than toward the ring center, points to a ”burnt
out” superconductivity along a dendrite path.

”Flux pumping” inside a ring by a perforating finger
(dendrite) completely changes the structure of currents
j(ζ). The flux Φ, penetrated into the inner area ζ < β
of a ring, produces a positive (counterclockwise) current
j flowing around the inner edge, see Fig. 1. This results
in repelling vortices from the inner part of a ring and
”locking” the ring for further perforation. At the same
time, a partial (non edge-to-edge crossing) penetration of
fingers is still possible up to ζ = ζ0, see the blue curve in
Fig. 2. As hext is increased further, negative (clockwise)
j, which pushes the magnetic flux inside the ring, grows
up till the condition described by Eq. (9) is fulfilled again.
This happens, if we leave aside the problem with the
surface barrier in the area ζ ≈ 1, at

dE

dζ

∣∣∣∣
ζ=β

= 0, (10)

see the green curve in Fig. 2. Using Eqs. (9) and (10), we
get the perforation condition:

Ĩperf =

∫ 1

β

j̃(ζ) dζ = −q. (11)

As Eq. (11) is satisfied at h = h2, the next perforating fin-
ger appears. A magnetic bridge connects the outer and
inner edges of the ring, additional portion of magnetic
flux penetrates inside, Ĩ turns to zero again, and hext

should be increased further until the penetration condi-
tion described Eq. (11) is fulfilled again at h = h3. Then
the next perforating avalanche takes place, and so on.
Eventually, we come to a staircase-like flux penetration
which is observed experimentally [16, 17, 21] and illus-
trated in Fig. 3. Quantitatively such a staircase will be
described in the next Section.

FIG. 3. The mean field ⟨h⟩ trapped in a ring as a function
of hext at β = 0.75 in a clean sample (no pinning). The
first step (see Section IV) is chosen arbitrarily greater than
the next identical ones, whose width and height, as well as
the slope of I = 0 line, are determined by Eq. (15). The axes
scales correspond to q = 1, so all the values (except the slope)
should be multiplied by q.

III. RECURRENT CALCULATION OF A
STAIRCASE FLUX PENETRATION - NO

PINNING

In the previous section we explained qualitatively how
a staircase dependence of ⟨h⟩ on hext appears. Now we
turn to its quantitative description. Let us define two
currents: j̃s(ζ) and j̃p(ζ). The first one, j̃s, creates a field
hs = −1 within the ring body (at β ≤ ζ ≤ 1), whereas the
total flux which it produces in the inner circle (at ζ < β)

is zero: Φ̃s = 2π
∫ β

0
hs (ζ) ζ dζ = 0, compare to Eq. (1).

The second current, j̃p, produces a zero field hp = 0

inside the ring body and a flux Φ̃p = 2π
∫ β

0
hp (ζ) ζ dζ =

πβ2 in the inner circle. Note that Φ̃p is just equal to
the dimensionless area πβ2 of the inner circle. The real
flux defined by Eq. (1) is Φ = H0πb

2Φ̃. At hext < h1,
where no vortex has yet penetrated inside the ring (full
Meissner shielding), we have j̃ = j̃s − j̃p, as shown in
Fig. 4. Obviously, only such a combination of js and jp
simultaneously satisfies two conditions: (1) h = 0 inside

the ring body; (2) Φ̃ = 0. Note that h(ζ) in any case
is a sum of hext and the field generated by j̃, the same
applies to Φ̃. At β = 0 (superconducting disk) obviously
we get j̃p(ζ) = 0, and for j̃s(ζ) there exists an analytic
solution [27]:

j̃s(ζ) = − 2

π

ζ√
1− ζ2

, β = 0, (12)

shown by circles in Fig. 4(a). Note that Eq. (12) differs
from the analogous expression presented in Ref. [27] by a
factor of 2 due to a different calibration of H0 chosen in
our paper, see Eq. (3).
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FIG. 4. Numerical calculation of h(ζ)/hext and j̃ = j̃s − j̃p
for a full shielding (hext < h1, ⟨h⟩ = 0) at various ring widths
1− β. Both h and j̃ are dimensionless, as well as the vertical
axis. For a very thick ring β = 0.05 our numerical results are
compared with the analytic expressions obtained for a disk
[27], see Eq. (12), and shown as circles. The field h(ζ) inside
a ring (at ζ < β) changes sign, and ⟨h⟩ = 0. The current j̃(ζ)
is negative (clockwise).

We denote the corresponding total currents as Ĩs(β) =∫ 1

β
j̃s(ζ) dζ and Ĩp(β) =

∫ 1

β
j̃p(ζ) dζ. These currents are

numerically calculated for the range 0.1 < β < 0.95 and
shown in Fig.5̇. Let us remind the reader that the pos-

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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0
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0.4

0.6

I

Ip

Is

0.8

IsIp-

FIG. 5. The currents Ĩs, Ĩp and their difference Ĩp − Ĩs as
functions of β. These currents determine the staircase struc-
ture: its slope and the width and height of steps, see Eq. (15).

Note that Ĩs(0) = −2/π ≈ −0.637 according to Eq. (12).

itive and negative signs of j and I mean the counter-
clockwise and clockwise currents, respectively. As fol-
lows from Eq. (12), the total current in a disk (β = 0) is

Ĩs(0) = −2/π.
Now the perforating fields hn at n ≥ 2, see Fig. 3,

can be found using a simple recurrent algorithm. The
case n = 1 requires a separate consideration and will be
discussed in Section IV. At the zeroth level (hext < h1)
of a staircase shown in Fig. 3, the shielding current in a
ring is

j̃0(hext) = hext(j̃s − j̃p).

After the first perforation occurs at certain hext = h1,
the current j̃(ζ) is changed to fit the condition Ĩ = 0.
Thus, when pumping of magnetic flux inside the ring by
the first perforating avalanche is over, we get:

j̃1(h1) = h1

(
j̃s −

Ĩs

Ĩp
j̃p

)
, Φ̃1 = h1Φ̃p

Ĩp − Ĩs

Ĩp
. (13)

where Φ̃1 is the penetrated flux. It should be empha-
sized that the mean field inside the ring, ⟨h⟩ = Φ̃1/Φ̃p, is
greater than hext. This is just an illustration of a flux fo-
cusing effect discussed in Refs. [22, 23]. Its explanation is

very simple: the total current Ĩ = 0 is a sum of a negative
Ĩ− flowing at the outer part of a ring and positive Ĩ+ in
its inner area, similar to the current distribution shown
in Fig. 1. These two currents are equal by an absolute

value,
∣∣∣Ĩ−∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣Ĩ+∣∣∣, but Ĩ+ is closer to the ring center.

Thus the total flux produced by the shielding currents is
positive, resulting in an enhancement of the mean field
inside the ring: ⟨h⟩ > hext. In a cylindrical geometry
the flux focusing effect is absent in the I = 0 state, and
⟨h⟩ = hext, but in the case of a flat ring the focusing
effect is quite pronounced [22, 23], especially in a thick

ring (β ≪ 1), where (Ĩp − Ĩs)/Ĩp) → ∞, see Eq. (13) and
Fig. 5.
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Until the next perforation, while we remain at the first
level h1 < hext < h2 of the staircase shown in Fig. 3,
vortices do not penetrate inside a ring and Φ̃, as well as
⟨h⟩, remain unchanged. Therefore, we need to find such
a dependence of j̃ on hext, which obeys the condition
Φ̃(hext) = Φ̃1 = const. The solution, which meets this
condition and provides, of course, h = 0 inside the ring
body β < ζ < 1, is

j̃1(hext) = hext(j̃s − j̃p) + h1
Ĩp − Ĩs

Ĩp
j̃p.

Correspondingly,

Ĩ1(hext) = (hext − h1) (Ĩs − Ĩp) < 0 (14)

within the first level of a staircase. The next perforation
(the jump from the first level to the second one) occurs,

according to Eq. (11), at Ĩ1(hext) = −q. As follows from
Eq. (14), it happens at

hext = h2 = h1 +
q

Ĩp − Ĩs
,

see Fig. 3. Immediately after this (second) perforation

takes place, an Ĩ = 0 state is formed again, which means

j̃2(h2) = h2

(
j̃s −

Ĩs

Ĩp
j̃p

)
,

Φ̃2 = h2Φ̃p
Ĩp − Ĩs

Ĩp
= Φ̃1 + q

Φ̃p

Ĩp
,

and so on, as shown in Fig. 3.
The general solution of this recurrent problem can be

written as

hn = h1 +
(n− 1)q

Ĩp − Ĩs
;

⟨h⟩n =
Φ̃n

πβ2
= hn

Ĩp − Ĩs

Ĩp
,

(15)

for n ≥ 2, see Fig. 3. Here hn is the external field cor-
responding to the n-th perforation (starting from the

second one), Φ̃n and ⟨h⟩n are respectively the trapped
flux and mean trapped field inside a ring after the n-
th perforation is over (n ≥ 2). The width of steps

∆h = hn+1−hn = q/
(
Ĩp − Ĩs

)
increases as a function of

β, and ranges between π/2 = 1.57 at β → 0 and 2.61 at
β = 0.95, see Fig. 6. It is problematic to carry out calcu-
lations at β > 0.95 due to divergence of j near both inner
and outer edges of a ring, which approach each other at
β → 1. The step height, starting from the second one, is
∆ ⟨h⟩ = q/Ĩp according to Eq. (15). It is rather curious
that ∆ ⟨h⟩ depends non-monotonously on β, see Fig. 6.

Note that the dimensionless values for fields (and, cor-
respondingly, steps of the staircase structure) used above
are related to the original units just by the factor H0 de-
fined by Eq. (3). We will discuss this relation in greater
detail in Section VII, which is devoted to comparison of
our theoretical results to the experimental data.
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FIG. 6. The width, ∆h/q, and height, ∆ ⟨h⟩ /q, of steps shown
in Fig. 3 (except the first one) as functions of β. All the values
shown in this graph are dimensionless. The field h∗ serves as
the lower boundary for h1. Experimental data for ∆ ⟨H⟩ [16]
are shown in squares using q = 35, see discussion in Section
VII.
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E~
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c

FIG. 7. Energy Ẽ(ζ), see Eq. (8), of the first penetrating
finger for β = 0.5 (full shielding, h < h1). (a) The perfora-
tion condition, see Eq. (11), is formally fulfilled, hext = ∆h,

dẼ/dζ |ζ=β= 0, but Ẽ > 0 at all ζ, no penetration; (b)

Ẽ(β) = 0, hext = h∗; (c) hext = h1 > h∗, potential barrier is
surmountable, a first perforating avalanche appears.

IV. THE FIRST PERFORATING FIELD h1

The field h1 where the first flux perforation into the
central area of a ring takes place, see Fig. 3, remains un-
defined in the previous section and requires a separate
analysis. It appears to be inevitably greater than the
width ∆h of further steps (levels), see Fig. 3. In fact,
the condition set by Eq. (10) is satisfied at hext = ∆h,
but E(ζ) is a monotonously decreasing function with a
maximum at ζ = β, see the red line in Fig. 7 and com-
pare it with the green line in Fig. 2, which obeys Eq. (10)
as well. Apparently, the field h∗ determined by a condi-
tion E(β) = 0, see the violet line in Fig. 7, sets the lower
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boundary for h1. It is necessary to increase hext above h
∗

until the surface barrier becomes surmountable for a den-
drite (finger) emerging from the outer edge, see the green
line in Fig. 7. So the width of the zeroth level of a stair-
case, h1, is significantly greater than ∆h (see Fig. 3). It
is determined exclusively by the outer surface (edge) of a
ring, especially by presence of defects and imperfections,
which locally diminish the surface barrier and facilitate
the entrance of vortices. A similar phenomenon was re-
ported in bulky superconducting samples [29], where the
effect of local breaking of the Bean-Livingston barrier
was considered. The field h∗(β) is shown in Fig. 6 and
serves as a lower boundary for h1(β), but the actual value
of h1 is expected to be sample-dependent in contrast to
further perforating fields hn≥2, which are determined by
the ring geometry, see Eq. (15). It can be checked numer-
ically that the surface barrier at hn≥2 is less than at h1

and decreases with n, so if a barrier is surmountable for
the first perforation, it will be all the more surmountable
at all the next perforating fields determined by Eq. (15).

The general scenario of a staircase flux trapping by
a pinningless superconducting ring looks as follows. At
hext = h1 > h∗ a propagating finger overcomes a surface
barrier, lightens inside the ring, reaches its inner edge
and establishes a magnetic bridge across the ring. Note
that the first penetration is always pass-through (edge
to edge): once a finger has surmounted the surface bar-
rier, it is pushed by a shielding current straight inside
until it reaches the inner edge. This results from the fact
that Ẽ(ζ) has no any intermediate minimum for a perfect
Meissner state, see the green curve in Fig.7̇. The surface
barrier for the next penetrations hn≥2, is significantly less
than that at h1. Therefore, the next perforating finger
should not necessarily originate from the same point at
the outer edge where the first avalanche started. Also, at
n ≥ 2, a partial dendrite penetration is possible, where
an avalanche starts to propagate but stops in an interme-
diate position ζ0 inside the ring body, see the blue curve
in Fig. 2. As hext grows up further, ζ0 moves to the left
in Fig. 2 and finally reaches β. Then the function E(ζ)
becomes monotonous, see the green line in Fig. 2, and the
next edge to edge perforation takes place.

As follows from Eq. (15), a staircase function ⟨h⟩ vs.

hext is confined between the Ĩ = 0 line

⟨h⟩Ĩ=0 =
Ĩp − Ĩs

Ĩp
hext (16)

at the top, and the ”perforation line”

⟨h⟩perf =
Ĩp − Ĩs

Ĩp
hext −

q

Ĩp
(17)

at the bottom, see Fig. 3. The slope of both lines(
Ĩp − Ĩs

)
/Ĩp is greater than 1: it approaches 1 at β → 1

(linear circle) and diverges at β → 0 (solid disk).
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FIG. 8. The energies Ẽp(β) and Ẽs(β) as functions of β. The

dissipated heat grows by
∣∣∣∆Ẽ

∣∣∣ with each next avalanche.

V. ENERGY DISSIPATED BY A
PERFORATING DENDRITE

Using a recurrent procedure described in Section III, at
the moment of the n-th perforation, when the condition
set by Eq. (11) is fulfilled, j̃ can be expressed as

j̃(hn) = hn(j̃s − j̃p) +
h1

(
Ĩp − Ĩs

)
+ (n− 1)q

Ĩp
j̃p. (18)

Let us denote

Ẽp(β) =

∫ 1

β

dζ

∫ 1

ζ

dζ1 j̃p(ζ1),

Ẽs(β) =

∫ 1

β

dζ

∫ 1

ζ

dζ1 j̃s(ζ1).

(19)

Obviously, Ẽp(β) > 0 and Ẽs(β) < 0 for all β. These
functions are plotted in Fig. 8. Substituting Eqs. (18) and
(19) into Eq. (8), we find the (negative) energy of the n-th
perforating avalanche:

Ẽn = q(1−β)+hn(Ẽs−Ẽp)+
h1

(
Ĩp − Ĩs

)
+ (n− 1)q

Ĩp
Ẽp

(20)
and the difference

∆Ẽ = Ẽn+1 − Ẽn =
q

Ĩp − Ĩs

(
Ẽs −

Ĩs

Ĩp
Ẽp

)
. (21)

The heat dissipated at the n-th penetration is
∣∣∣Ẽn

∣∣∣. As

n grows up, the released heat (a thermomagnetic effect
which accompanied each avalanche) increases linearly.

The factor
∣∣∣∆Ẽ/q

∣∣∣ is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of β.

It is quite natural that the thermomagnetic effect grows
with the ring thickness, which is proportional to 1 − β.
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Note that the dimensionless energies determined in this
Section are related to real units (erg) by a factor of E0,
see Eq. (7).

VI. EFFECT OF PINNING - UNSATURATED
PERFORATION

Above we considered a ”clean” pinningless ring and
got a staircase picture of flux penetration shown in Fig. 3
and described by Eq. (15). Now let us discuss the ef-
fect of pinning. If there exists a pinning force f per unit
length of a moving vortex, then the total ”friction” force
F which acts on a propagating dendrite of length a− r,
see Fig. 1, is F = fρws(a − r). Note that f is related
to the critical current as jc = cf/ϕ0. It is worth empha-
sizing that jc is a ”true” critical current density, mea-
sured in A/cm2, whereas the current density j defined
above in our paper is the density of a linear current and
measured in A/cm. Then the condition of perforation is
dE/dr|r=b = F , which can be rewritten in the dimen-
sionless coordinates as

Ĩperf =

∫ 1

β

j̃(ζ) dζ = −q − f̃ , (22)

where f̃ = 4πf(a − b)/ϕ0Hc1. Comparing Eq. (22) with
Eq. (11), we see that in what concerns the perforation
condition, pinning just effectively increases the parame-
ter q. It means that the perforation line, see Fig. 3, is
located farther from the I = 0 line. The first step should
be also increased by pinning, but its size is determined
by the activation over the surface barrier, and a quanti-
tative description of such an increase is beyond the scope
of our paper. However, the width and height of steps in
the staircase picture, see Fig. 3, are affected dramatically
in presence of pinning. As a superconducting bridge is
established, vortices will penetrate along it to the inner
part of a ring until the positive work of superconducting
currents j on a vortex who travels throughout the whole
finger from r = a to r = b remains greater than the ab-
solute value of the negative work produced by pinning
force on the same vortex. Thus, penetration will end up
when the total current I = Ipin, where

Ipin = −f
(a− b)c

ϕ0
= −jc(a− b)s. (23)

We wrote Eq. (23) in real (not dimensionless) valuables
since this way it becomes most clear. As a result, the
steps in the ⟨h⟩ vs. hext dependence become smaller and
no longer ”touch” the I = 0 line, see Fig. 9. Such a
staircase, where pinning prevents the bridge (perforating
avalanche) to ”saturate” the magnetic field inside the
ring (like happens in the pinningless case considered in
Section III) and reach the zero current state I = 0, can
be called non-saturated.

FIG. 9. The mean field trapped in the ring ⟨h⟩ as a function
of hext at β = 0.75 in a sample with pinning - unsaturated
penetration. The steps do not ”grow up” till I = 0 line and
stop at I = Ipin, compare to Fig. 3.

VII. COMPARISON WITH THE
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

There are only a few experimental studies of dendrite
penetration into a thin superconducting ring [16, 17, 21],
whereas the papers on magnetic avalanches in thin disks,
squares and strips are numerous. Most of our theoretical
results are in a good concordance with the experimental
data. A staircase structure where the first step is sig-
nificantly greater than the successive ones was observed
in all the experiments mentioned above. In Ref. [16] a
set of four identically fabricated Nb rings of thickness
s = 200 nm was used. The outer radii of all rings was
a = 400µm, whereas the inner radii b were 50, 100, 200
and 300µm, which corresponds to β = 1/8, 1/4, 1/2 and
3/4, respectively. A staircase dependence ⟨h⟩ vs. hext

presented in Ref. [16], where all the steps touch the I = 0
line, suggests that the Nb samples are clean enough and
pinning is negligible. The width of steps (starting from
n = 2) can be estimated as ∆H = H0 ∆h ≈ 25Oe at
β = 1/2 and T = 5K [16]. Since H0 = sHc1/2a ≈ 0.4Oe

and Ĩp− Ĩs ≈ 0.6 at β = 1/2, see Fig. 5, using Eq. (15) we
get q ≈ 35. As was mentioned above, qε0 is the energy
of a straight finger per one vortex. Then, according to
a classic work on the energy of an Abrikosov vortex lat-
tice [30], in Nb-like superconductors with κ ≃ 1 we can
estimate q ≳ 1 + 2π(λ/d)2, where d is the mean inter-
vortex distance and the sign ≳ accounts for bending and
branching of a propagating avalanche. For dendrites ob-
served in Ref. [16], we find λ/d ≲ 2.3, which looks quite
reasonable.

As was mentioned in Section III, the mean height of
steps ∆ ⟨h⟩ = q/Ĩp depends non-monotonously on β with
a minimum at β ≈ 0.83, see Fig. 6. Such a dependence
was observed experimentally: the values for ∆ ⟨h⟩ (β) re-
ported in Ref. [16] are compared in Fig. 6 with our the-
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oretical results using q = 35 as estimated above. The
accordance is good, especially taking into account that
the experimental ∆ ⟨h⟩ was calculated over all the steps
including the first step which, as follows from our analy-
sis, should be excluded from the statistics for ∆ ⟨h⟩.

When discussing the height of experimentally mea-
sured staircase steps, it is worth emphasizing that each
perforating avalanche consists of thousands of vortices at
least. For instance, ∆ ⟨H⟩ ≈ 20Oe in a ring with the in-
ner radius b = 200µm, see Fig. 3 in Ref. [16], corresponds
to a simultaneous penetration of at least 104 flux quanta.

An example of a non-saturated flux penetration de-
scribed in Section VI is presented in Ref. [17], where flux
penetration in a MgB2 ring with a = 2mm and b =
1.1mm (β = 0.55) was studied at various temperatures.
The slope of all the staircases ⟨h⟩ vs. hext extracted for
the experimental data (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [17]) was approx-

imately 1.41, whereas our prediction is
(
Ĩp − Ĩs

)
/Ĩp ≈

1.54. This can be considered as a reasonably good fit.
As temperature increases, pinning is fading out and the
width and height of steps grow up in a complete con-
cordance with our theory. Note also that the magneto-
optical images of dendrite formation presented in exper-
imental studies [16] (Nb) and [17] (MgB2) are qualita-
tively different. In Nb at any stage only a few partially
penetrated (with r > b, see Fig. 1) dendrites were ob-
served, thus most of the ring body was free of magnetic
flux at any stage of experiment. In MgB2 all the outer
half of the ring is filled up with numerous partially pen-
etrated dendrites adjacent to each other. This confirms
that pinning in Nb is negligible, whereas in MgB2 it is
significant, at least at low temperatures.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We built up a quantitative description of a magnetic
avalanche penetration into a superconducting ring. Us-
ing a recurrent calculation procedure, a staircase depen-
dence of the mean field trapped inside a ring on the exter-
nal field is explained, where the first step is considerably
greater than the following ones in complete accordance
with available experimental data. The width of the first
step (the zeroth level of a staircase) is determined by a
surface barrier for avalanche emergence at the outer edge
of a ring, whereas the geometry of the successive steps
(starting from the second one), as well as the staircase
slope, depend on the ring geometry. The heat released
at each next perforation grows linearly with the number
of step. Flux pinning, if present, results in an unsatu-
rated magnetic penetration observed experimentally in
MgB2 samples, where steps become smaller than in a
pinningless case. As temperature increases, the effect of
pinning fades out, but the slope of a staircase remains
the same since it is determined only by the ring shape
(ratio of the inner and outer radii). All our results are
expressed as functions of this ratio and are applicable to
flat rings of any geometry. Our theory should be use-
ful for description of available experimental data (so far
its accordance with available experimental data is quite
promising), planning new experiments and, hopefully, for
design of digitizing devices based on a step-like flux pen-
etration into superconducting rings.
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